
COMPLEXION PERFECTION                 

Medical triad facial...... from R1650  

LASER HAIR REDUCTION (ALL SKIN 

TYPES) Our award winning lasers from the 

USA are safe and effective for all skin types 

FULL FACE.........from R920                      

UPPER LIP.........from R270       

CHIN...................from R270                       

SIDEBURNS…………from R330                           

MEN’S BEARD.......... ....from R720           

UNDERARMS….from R520                   

ARMS (pair)…from R620  

FOREARMS (pair)..........................from 

R620  

COMBO (ARMS & FORE-

ARMS)................from R1050 

CHEST............................from R1450                                                        

ABDOMEN..................................from R1450 

BACK...............from R3100                        

BIKINI..............from R520  

UPPER LEG (pair).....................from R1600 

LOWER LEG (pair).......................from 

R1300  

FULL LEG (pair).........from R2500 

****Multiple treatments are required****                                   

 

PIGMENTATION / SKIN BRIGHTENING 

Dermamelan  :                                     

(“World’s leading  Pigmentation  

peel”) ........Quotation after consultation    

Cosmelan Peel .......Quotation after con-

sultation  

Skin Brightening / Anti-pigmentation       

Tablets.........Quotation after consultation 

***  

MICRODERMABRASION....                   

R450 per treatment  

SKIN PEELS :Radiant Skin Care Centre  

offers the largest selection of advanced skin 

peels to treat a variety of skin conditions. :  

RadiantGlow Peel (superficial)......          

R620 per peel 

RadiantAnti Acne Peel ……….R620per 

peel 

RadiantGlyko Peel……R530 Per peel 

Supreme Anti Aging….R1280 per peel  

Raindrop facial :Treatment to A –list Holly-

wood stars , three step treatment to a famous 

you.!!!Start your A- list beauty         

regimen with us!!!  R2100 

 

 

 

 

FILLERS Restylane /Juvederm                         

Facial Filler’s ...from R3200 per syringe    

BOTOX/ DYSPORT 

 Frown / Glabella......from R1500  

Forehead……………………………….from R800 

Crow’s feet (eyes) from ..R1000  

Full upper face treatment…..…………… R3250 

(approx.)  

SKINBOOSTER’s / VITAL INJECTOR  

Revolutionary new treatment aimed at internal skin 

hydration, improving scars and wrinkles Vital / Vital 

light......from R2950per syringe  

THE LIQUID FACELIFT Facial filler’s + Botox 

+Skin Peels +Laser...Quotation after               

consultation 

 DERMAPEN
TM

 MICRONEEDLING Treats acne 

scarring, fine lines, wrinkles, pores and sagging 

skin by stimulating the production of natural        

Collagen……from R1200  

 



WAXING - LADIES                                                       

Half leg…R180 (15 mins)                                       

Three quarter leg……R200 (20 mins)                      

Full leg ……R220 (25 mins)                                 

Brow /Lip/ chin ……R100 per area(10 mins)                              

Full face……R200 (30 mins)                                            

Bikini…R200 (15 mins)                                               

Brazilian…R200 (20 mins)                                              

Hollywood……R250 (30 mins)                                  

Underarm…..R100 (15 mins)                                       

Half arm……R150 (15 mins)                                       

Full arm……R200 (20 mins)                                 

Stomach………….……R150 (20 mins)   

 

WAXING - MEN                                                      

Back…… R280 (30 mins)                               

Chest………R280 (30 mins)                                 

Stomach……R250 (15 mins)                                    

Ear or nose……R100 (15 mins)                               

Full leg……R250 (30 mins)                                       

Full arm……R250 (20 mins)                                   

Combo( back, chest & stomach)…R600 (45 mins)  

 
LASER VEIN REMOVAL:  An award winning 

laser that treats both tiny superficial facial veins 

and deeper blue leg veins on men and women of 

all skin tones effectively without the use of painful 

injections.......... from R800  

LIMELIGHT LASER Laser treatment for: Brown 

spots / Pigmentation / Redness/ Facial             

telangiectasias / Rosacea                  

FACE……………R1600 

NECK............................................. R 900 

CHEEKS ................................................. R 600 

FOREHEAD .................................... R 350 

CHIN .......................................... R 300 

NOSE ................................. R 250 

CHEST.................... R 1800 

HANDS..................................... R 800          

FOREARMS...................................... R1500 

COMBO (HANDS  & FOREARMS)...........R2200  

LASER GENESIS: Has been clinically proven 

to treat fine lines and wrinkles, stretch marks, 

shrink pores, improve texture, brighten complex-

ion and decrease redness in 6 to 8                               

treatments.....................from R970 LONG  

LONG PULSED Nd:YAG :A revolutionary treat-

ment which can effectively treat toe fungus, warts, 

DPN (Morgan Freeman spots), cherry red spots & 

skin tags in 1 to 2 treatments..........from R300                               

                                                                                         

REDNESS AND ROSACEA: Combination laser 

toning, gentle waves, IPL and skin care products 

…….quotation after consultation  

OMNILUX REJUVENATION Stimulates natural 

collagen production, improves redness, treats 

acne .............R350 (20min)    

 PHOTODYNAMIC THERAPY Treats sun-

damaged skin, skin cancers, rosacea, wrin-

kles...............Quotation on consultation  

FACIALS  

RESTORATIVE MOISTURISING FACI-

AL...............R 620 (60min)               

CLARITY FACIAL .....................R 620 

(60min)                                                           

RESTORATIVE BIONIC                              

FACIAL.............R 620 (60min)                       

ADVANCED ANTI-AGING FACIAL ..R 820 

(90min)                                                      

CLASSIC OIL-NORMAL FACIAL.... R 620 

(60min)                                                    

CLASSIC DRY-NORMAL FACIAL...R 620 

(60min)                                                             

RADIANT CALMING FACIAL………R720 

(60min)                                                      

BRIDAL SKIN CARE PACKAGES Using 

our experience in prepping brides, we have 

designed a combination of cosmetic and med-

ical treatments in order to get the best possi-

ble results : Hair removal, Advanced facials, 

Skin Peels, Laser therapy, Pigmentation           

therapies................................... Quotation on 

request  

Under supervision of dermatologists  

1. All prices are quoted per treatment. 2. All 

prices are subject to change without prior no-

tice. 3. Please arrive a few minutes prior to 

your treatment time to complete necessary 

paperwork. 4. Late arrivals will result in re-

duced treatment time whilst full treatment 

charges will apply. 5. Filler’s and Botox are 

performed by an internationally trained injec-

tor and accredited aesthetic trainer. 6. Valid 

from  01 January 2018 to 31 December 2018 

7. Terms and conditions apply 


